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INTRODUCTION
BOX MAKING HAS BEEN AROUND SINCE THE

time of the ancient Egyptians, and it’s still one of
the most popular pastimes for modern-day woodworkers. Boxes can be made for all kinds of reasons:
keeping playing cards, coins, and art supplies in
order; protecting jewelry; storing wine; and playing
music, to name but a few. They can also be made
just for decoration.
Today, boxes are handcrafted by professional
woodworkers and hobbyists alike. They range from
simple unadorned boxes to the most elaborate
designs imaginable by any craftsman. Each custombuilt wooden box is unique and slightly different
from any other. Box making has grown in popularity
due to creativity and the joy of producing something that has never been done before.
Over the past few years I have developed a strong
passion for box making, and seeing all the ways a
box can be designed has opened my mind to being
more creative. When designing boxes I want them
to be a pleasure to look at, with carvings and colorful marquetry, but also to be pleasurable to listen to
with music. My boxes often have unique features,
such as segmented turnings, decorative trim, and
even serpentine radius fronts that make them stand
out from basic boxes.
When designing each one of the seven boxes
shown in this book, I did a lot of research and used
plenty of trial and error to ensure the best outcome
for each one. I wanted to be able to add as many different techniques to build the reader’s skill from the
beginning techniques to the more difficult levels of

box making. Taking a mixture of the different styles
can help in the design and building of a box of your
own design.
This book is for all woodworkers who are looking for a new challenge. It’s about teaching different
woodworking techniques in joinery, different styles
of cutting marquetry, perfecting radius inlays, and
making your own diamond-pattern banding, to
name just a few skills. It’s also filled with information that will surely come in handy when working
on your next box.
I’ll walk you through from the simplest box to
some more-complex designs. Working on each one
of these boxes and coming up with new designs has
been a rewarding challenge for me. Being innovative can change the basic square box into a creative
design. As when learning anything new, you start
simple and once you have mastered that you move
on to more complex boxes with more detailed
designs. That’s what I show throughout this book
with each box, starting easy and working to the
more difficult. The techniques you’ll learn can be
applied to many types of projects, not just for making these unique boxes. Use them for almost any
type of woodworking project.
I have thoroughly enjoyed sharing my woodworking style and techniques with others, and I
hope I can help you explore new and many more
possibilities. We all have to start somewhere, and
with a little determination and enthusiasm, these
newfound skills can open the world to creating anything your mind can imagine.
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Serpentine
Coin Box
I

wanted this box to be

as beautiful on the inside as it
is on the outside, so I combined

quilted bubinga hardwood with chestnut burl veneer for a strikingly elegant
look. As a complementary touch, and
also to provide protection, I added
solid ebony to all outside edges. The
serpentine front has a convex curve
in the center flanked by slightly concave ends. The box interior has three
removable coin trays made from
quilted bubinga, a hardwood with rich,
reddish tones that will highlight your
prized coin collection.
In this chapter, you’ll learn how to
make the three-radius serpentine box
front using a bandsaw. There are also
techniques on making dovetail splines
that join the mitered corners on both
the box and the coin trays. Splineddovetail joints are highly decorative
but are also very strong and durable.
I show how to install small brass
knobs for lifting and stacking the
coin trays, which fit snugly within
the box. And there are also detailed
instructions for installing a full-mortise
lock for keeping your coin collection
secure.
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Finished size of box: 61⁄8 in. tall  93⁄4 in. deep  14 in. wide

MATERIALS
Quantity

Part

size

ConstruCtion
notes

1

Front

17⁄ 8 in.  51⁄ 8 in.  14 in.

quilted bubinga

1

Back

5⁄ 8

in.  51⁄ 8 in.  14 in.

quilted bubinga

2

Ends

5⁄ 8

in.  51⁄ 8 in.  81⁄ 2 in.

quilted bubinga

1

Top

1⁄ 2

in.  81⁄ 2 in.  14 in.

maple plywood

1

Bottom

1⁄ 2

in.  73⁄4 in.  131⁄4 in.

maple plywood

1

Inside top veneer

1⁄42

in.  83⁄4 in.  141⁄4 in.

bubinga burl veneer

2

Bottom veneer

1⁄42

in.  8 in.  131⁄ 2 in.

bubinga burl veneer

1

Dovetail spline material

5⁄16

in.  3⁄ 8 in.  36 in.

black ebony

1

Top veneer

1⁄42

in.  11 in.  141⁄ 2 in.

maple veneer

1

Top veneer (exterior)

1⁄42

in.  10 in.  141⁄4 in.

chestnut burl veneer

1

Back veneer (exterior)

1⁄42

in.  53⁄ 8 in.  141⁄4 in.

chestnut burl veneer

1

Front veneer (exterior)

1⁄42

in.  53⁄ 8 in.  143⁄4 in.

chestnut burl veneer

2

End veneer (exterior)

1⁄42

in.  53⁄ 8 in.  83⁄4 in.

chestnut burl veneer

22

Banding

3⁄16

in.  3⁄16 in.  18 in.

black ebony

1

Bottom base front

1⁄ 2

in.  31⁄ 2 in.  17 in.

quilted bubinga

1

Bottom base back

1⁄ 2

in.  11⁄4 in.  15 in.

quilted bubinga

2

Bottom base ends

1⁄ 2

in.  15⁄ 8 in.  10 in.

quilted bubinga

4

Splines

1⁄4

in.  3⁄4 in.  11⁄ 8 in.

any hardwood

4

Bun feet

17⁄16 in.  17⁄16 in.  1 in.

1

Full-mortise box lock

1

Escutcheon

1⁄ 8

95º stop hinges

11⁄16 in.  11⁄4 in.

brass-plated

Small knobs

1⁄4

brass

1 pair

brass
in.  1 in.  3 in.

in. tall  5⁄16 in. dia.

quilted bubinga

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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black ebony
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MATERIALS

(CONTINUED)

Part

size

ConstruCtion
notes

2

Tray ends
(3 from each; 6 total)

5⁄ 8

in.  35⁄ 8 in. (1 in.)  71⁄ 8 in.

quilted bubinga

2

Tray fronts and backs
(3 from each; 6 total)

5⁄ 8

in.  35⁄ 8 in. (1 in.)  125⁄ 8 in.

quilted bubinga

3

Tray bottoms

1⁄4

in.  65⁄16 in.  1113⁄16 in.

maple plywood

6

Horizontal tray dividers

3⁄16

in.  3⁄ 8 in.  113⁄ 8 in.

bubinga

15

Vertical tray dividers

3⁄16

in.  3⁄ 8 in.  57⁄ 8 in.

bubinga

3

Self-adhesive black
velvet

57⁄ 8 in.  113⁄ 8 in.

Quantity

Cut the hardwood parts
1. Start by using a tablesaw to rip a 17⁄ 8-in.-thick
blank of quilted bubinga to 51⁄ 8 in. wide by 38 in.
long. From that piece, you’ll be able to cut both
ends and the front and back of the box.

2. Switch to a power miter saw to cut the box front
from the blank at 16 in. long, which is 2 in. longer
than its finished size. The extra length allows you
to accurately cut the dadoes and mitered rabbets on
the tablesaw before trimming the parts to their finished lengths.

3. To create the box back and ends, resaw the
remainder of the blank on the tablesaw. Adjust the
rip fence to align the blade center with the center
of the 17⁄ 8-in.-thick blank. Also, raise the blade
to 25⁄ 8 in. so it’ll cut slightly more than halfway
through the 51⁄ 8-in.-wide blank. Set the blank on
edge and make the first pass over the blade. Then
flip the blank end for end, keeping the same face
against the fence, and make another pass over the
blade to complete the cut (photo A ).
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A
ResAw the bubingA blAnk to cut the parts for
the box back and ends. Make the first pass with the blade
raised to 25⁄8 in. and then flip the blank end for end to
make the second pass.

4. Use a thickness planer to mill the two resawn
parts down to 5⁄ 8 in. thick and then cut the back to
16 in. long and both ends to 101⁄ 2 in.

Cut and veneer the
box top and bottom
Cut the boX top

and bottom from 1⁄ 2-in.thick maple plywood.

A

before Cutting the dadoes and rabbets

3. Using a cutting mat and scalpel, place the bot-

into the hardwood box parts, cut the plywood box
top and bottom and then veneer them. The veneer I
chose for the inside of the box is bubinga burl, which
is similar to the hardwood but adds the richness of
burl. You’ll need one piece of veneer for the inside of
the box top and two pieces for the box bottom.

tom and top clamping cauls on top of the veneer.
Press down firmly on the caul with one hand, and
then cut the veneer using the edges of the caul as a
guide (photo b , p. 8).

1. Use the tablesaw to cut the box top and bottom
from 1⁄ 2-in.-thick maple plywood (photo

4. Apply yellow glue to the veneer and plywood
substrate and spread it evenly with a 3-in.-wide
roller (photo C , p. 8).

A ).

2. You also need to make three clamping cauls
out of 1⁄4-in.-thick maple or birch plywood. Cut one
caul for the box top at 83⁄4 in. wide by 141⁄4 in. long
and two for the box bottom at 8 in. wide by 131⁄ 2 in.
long. You need two cauls for the bottom so you can
veneer both faces for balance and appearance. At
this point, you need to veneer only the inside face
of the box top; the outside surface will be veneered
later with chestnut burl.

WORK
SMART
When pressing down burl veneer to a glued
substrate, glue will sometimes seep through
voids in the surface of the veneer. To prevent the veneer from sticking to the clamping caul, wipe off the excess glue, and then
place blue painter’s tape over the voids.

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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5. Set the caul on top of the veneered substrate

WORK
SMART

®

and secure with strips of Gorilla Tape . Place the
assembly into a vacuum-press bag and let dry for
one hour to two hours.

Use a sanding block and 150-grit
sandpaper to round over the sharp
edges of the clamping caul that sits
on top of the veneered assembly.
This will protect the vacuum press
bag from punctures.

6. Once the glue is dry, set the box top and bottom
onto a self-healing mat and use a scalpel to trim the
veneer flush with the plywood substrates. Sand the
trimmed edges smooth with a sanding block with
150-grit sandpaper.

WORK
SMART
It’s important to trim the veneer
flush two hours to three hours after
placing the assemblies into the
vacuum press bag. If you wait any
longer, the excess yellow glue will
be too hard to cut through.

b
Cut the VeneeR with a scalpel using the edges of the
caul as a guide. Make two or three passes to avoid chipping the veneer.

glue the VeneeR to
the plywood substrate.

C
8
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Cut the miters and rabbets
for the toP of this box, i Chose to

miter and rabbet the top edges of the front, back,
and ends along with the plywood top. The bottom
surface of the top fits down into the rabbet, and the
upper surface of the top is mitered, leaving a flat
clean surface for veneering the box top.

1. Tilt the tablesaw blade to 45° and raise the blade
to 3⁄ 8 in. Set the rip fence to 51⁄ 8 in. Now cut into the
top edge of the box ends and back (photo A ).

2. Cut a miter into the box top by placing the
maple plywood face down on the saw table. Set the
rip fence to 14 in. Push the box top past the blade
to cut the miter. Adjust the rip fence to 81⁄ 2 in. and
repeat to cut miters into the box front and back.
To cut the miter into the box front, I had to set
the tablesaw fence to the opposite side of the blade
because my sawblade tilts in one direction only.
Keeping the blade height the same, set the fence
11⁄4 in. from the blade.

A
Cut A MiteR 3⁄ 8 in. deep into the top edge of the box

ends and back.

3. Cut a miter on the inside edge of the box front
with a slow and steady push past the blade.
4. Cut rabbets into the front, back, and ends.
Set the tablesaw blade height to 5⁄16 in. to split the
5 ⁄ 8-in. thickness in half. Then adjust the fence to
45⁄ 8 in. to create a 3⁄16-in.-deep by 5⁄16-in.-wide rabbet. Run all four pieces—front, back, and both
ends—through the blade. Then readjust the fence
to 43⁄4 in. to cut the last pass (photo b ).

5. Place the box top on the tablesaw with its inside
burl-veneered surface facing down on the saw table.
Run all four edges through the blade, then adjust
the fence to remove the remaining waste wood from
the rabbet.

b
Cut

3 ⁄ 16 -in.-Deep

by 5⁄16-in.-wide rabbets into the

front, back, and ends.

WORK
SMART
The rabbet height depends on the
thickness of the plywood, which may
vary slightly. To cut the opposing rabbet into the box top, set the fence
so that the outside edge of the blade
cuts at 5⁄16 in., which is the width of
the opposing miter on the box front,
back, and ends.

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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Cut the bottom groove
and rabbet
i made the box bottom from 1⁄ 2-in.-

plywood for the extra strength needed to
support the base trim and the weight of the coin
trays. A 1⁄4-in.-wide groove is cut into the inside surfaces of the box front, back, and ends to receive the
box bottom, which has a 1⁄4-in.-thick rabbet cut into
its four edges.
thiCk

1. Start by cutting a 1⁄4-in. by 1⁄4-in. groove into
the four hardwood box parts. Set the tablesaw blade
to 1⁄4 in. high and the fence to 3⁄ 8 in. Make the first
pass into all four inside faces of the front, back, and
ends. Then reset the fence to 1⁄4 in. and repeat to
create 1⁄4-in. by 1⁄4-in. grooves (photo A ). If your
tablesaw blade is narrower than 1⁄ 8 in., you’ll need to
make three passes to form the 1⁄4-in.-wide grooves.
The maple plywood I used was slightly less than
1⁄ 2 in. thick, so after veneering both surfaces it measured 1⁄ 2 in. thick.

2. Set the rip fence to 1⁄ 8 in. (to equal 1⁄4 in. to the
A
by 1⁄4-in. groove for the plywood
bottom into the four hardwood box parts.
Cut A

1 ⁄ 4 -in.

outside of the blade) and cut all four edges of the
bottom. Then position the fence flush against
the blade and cut the last pass. Dry-fit the boxbottom rabbet into the grooves, making sure it fits
snugly, but not too tight.

Cut the box to size
Measure and mark the top edge of each hardwood
box part to its finished length (see “Materials” on
p. 5). Use a miter saw to cut 45° angles in each end
of the front, back, and ends. To ensure accurate
miters, hold each part tight against the saw’s table
and fence.
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Lay out the serpentine front
dry-fit the box Parts and taPe the

corners. Next, cut two scrap-wood blocks for use
as center points for your trammel or large compass.
Cut the outside block 51⁄ 8 in. tall by 91⁄4 in. long or
longer; make the inside block 3 in. long by 45⁄ 8 in.
tall. These temporary blocks are needed only to
strike the curved serpentine arcs.

1. Set the blocks in place, as shown in photo

A

,

and then measure and mark the center point on
the box front. Using a combination square, draw a
straight line across the box front and inside block.
Then adjust the trammel or compass to a 9-in.
radius and strike the center, convex arc.

2. To strike the two concave arcs onto the box
front, start by drawing a centerline along the edge
of the outside wood block. Then, from the center
of the box front, measure over 611⁄16 in. to the left
and right and make a mark onto the top edge of the
box front. Now align the centerline on the outside
wood block with one of the 611⁄16-in. marks on the
box front.

A
use A teMpoRARY bloCk and a trammel to strike

the curved serpentine arc on the box front.

3. Use a framing square or try square to make sure
the wood block and box front are square to each
other. Set the trammel or compass to 9 in., locate
the center point, and then strike an arc along the
top edge of the box front (photo b ). Repeat to
strike a matching arc onto the opposite end of the
box front.

b
to MARk the outsiDe concave arcs on the box
front, draw a 9-in. radius from a temporary block lined up
with each end.

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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Cut the
serpentine
front

M A K I N G A D O V E TA I L S L E D
To rout the corner dovetail joints (see p. 14), I made
a router-table sled, which provides an easy, accurate way to rout into the 45° ends of the box parts.
1. To make the dovetail sled, start by cutting a
piece of 1⁄2-in. plywood for the sled bottom to
10 in. wide by 16 in. long.

1. Install a

3⁄ 8-in.-wide

6-tpi (teeth per inch) blade
onto your bandsaw. Use a try square to square
the bandsaw table to the blade and set the cutting height by adjusting the blade guides to slightly
above the serpentine front.

2. Use 3⁄4-in.-thick plywood for the sled top, back,
and two sides. Cut the top to 121⁄8 in. wide by
16 in. long; make the back 8 in. wide by 16 in. long.
Cut each side of the sled to 71⁄4 in. square. Now cut
a 3⁄4-in.-thick by 11⁄4-in.-wide by 16-in.-long hardwood cleat to support the front edge of the sled.

2. Cut into the bubinga box front, following the
center of the pencil line (photo

A ).

3. Angle the tablesaw blade to 45° and cut miters
into one long edge of both the sled top and back.
Then glue and clamp the support cleat to the front

3. Clamp the serpentine front into a bench vise

edge of the sled bottom.

and sand and file smooth the bandsaw blade marks.
To help speed up the process, use a random-orbit
sander fitted with 150-grit sandpaper.

4. Set up the router table with a 3⁄8-in.-dia. straightcutting bit. Adjust the fence to cut a through slot
11⁄8 in. from the edge of the front support cleat.
Lower the sled bottom down onto the spinning bit
and cut an 8-in.-long through slot (photo A ).
5. Draw a pencil line from one corner to the other
on both sled side pieces. On the bandsaw, cut
along the lines to create the two angled sides.
Assemble the sled as shown in the drawing on the
facing page, using yellow glue and a pneumatic
nailer with 11⁄4-in.-long nails.
6. To hold the box parts securely during routing,
mount two quick-action toggle clamps to the sled.
Place one clamp on each side of the box part, at
approximately 61⁄2 in. on-center. For extra clamping
strength, screw each toggle clamp to a 1⁄2-in.-thick

A

by 11⁄2-in.-wide by 21⁄4-in.-long mounting block

push the boX FRont through the blade at a steady
pace with even pressure to avoid an uneven sawkerf.

(photo b ).

7. To prevent the router bit from blowing out and
splintering the box parts as it exits the cut, install
a 3⁄4-in.-thick by 3⁄4-in.-wide by 6-in.-long hardwood
cleat to the sled. Cut a 45° angle onto one end of the
cleat and put the angled end down on the sled bottom. Screw the vertical cleat to the left side of the
sled, tight against the toggle-clamp mounting block.

12
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b

A

Mount two QuiCk-ACtion toggle clamps to
the sled, and attach a 6-in.-long hardwood cleat to
prevent the router bit from blowing out and splintering
the box parts as it exits the cut.

Cut An 8-in.-long through slot in the sled bottom.

Dovetail Sled (Vertical Section)

Sled top
Sled
back

Workpiece

10
1
⁄4

71⁄4 in.

12
1
⁄8

in

.

in

.

81⁄ 2 in.

3⁄4

Fence

in.

3 ⁄4
1⁄ 2

in.

in.
11⁄4 in.
71⁄4 in.
10 in.
Sled bottom

3⁄ 8-in.-dia.

bit Cleat
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Rout the corner dovetails
1. Leave the router-table fence at the same
11⁄ 8-in. setting used to cut the through slot in the
dovetail sled (see “Making a Dovetail Sled” on
p. 12). Install a 5⁄16-in.-wide dovetail bit with an
8° angle and 13⁄ 8-in. cutting length. Adjust the height
of the bit to 3⁄16 in. above the plywood sled bottom.

2. Place the box front onto the sled, making sure
its 45° corner is tight to the bottom platform and
vertical cleat. Lock down both toggle clamps to
secure the box front to the sled.

3. Position the sled so that the router bit is clearly
showing through the slot. Turn on the router and,
when it reaches full speed, slowly push the sled
across the dovetail bit (photo A ).

4. Once the bit exits the vertical cleat, stop the
sled when you can see the router bit in the through
slot. Then turn off the router. Use these same steps
to rout dovetails into both ends of all four hardwood box parts.

A
with the sleD tight against the router-table fence,
push the sled across the dovetail bit to rout the corner
dovetails.

WORK
SMART
To save an extra step when making the coin
trays for this box, rout the corner dovetails
into the trays at the same time as the main
box parts (see “Materials” on p. 6 for the
dimensions). Cut a 45° angle on both ends
of each board, and then rout the dovetails.
Note that these tray parts are cut wider than
needed to make it easier to rout the dovetails. You’ll be trimming them down to their
finished sizes later on.

Make the dovetail splines
i used blaCk ebony hardwood for the

2. Using the same 5⁄16-in.-wide by 8° dovetail router

dovetail splines because of its dramatic color contrast to the quilted bubinga and also for its strength
and durability.

bit, adjust the cutting height to 3⁄16 in., which is half
of the 3⁄ 8-in.-wide spline. Set the router-table fence
so the bit cuts just 1⁄ 64 in. into the spline to create
the 8° angle. Slowly push all four edges of the ebony
piece past the router bit to mill the dovetail splines
(photo A , facing page).

1. On the tablesaw, cut one piece of 5⁄16-in.-thick
ebony to 3⁄ 8 in. wide by 36 in. long. This one piece will
yield four 41⁄2-in.-long splines for the box corners, and
twelve 11⁄16-in.-long splines for the tray corners.

14
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A
Mill the DoVetAil splines using a 5⁄16-in.-wide by

8º dovetail router bit.

3. Before dry-fitting the box together, cut 1⁄ 8 in. off
the four corners of the box bottom, so it won’t hit
the dovetail splines.

4. Use the miter saw to cut four 41⁄ 2-in.-long
splines for the box corners. Slide the splines into
the corner joints (photo b ).

b
Fit the splines into the corner joints, locking the box

parts together. Note that the splines must sit below the
top, which fits into the mitered rabbet.

Glue the box together
1. Start by placing blue painter’s tape along the

5. Use several short bar clamps to hold the box top

inside corners of the box sides to prevent any glue
from drying onto the hardwood. Then brush yellow
glue into the dovetail slots and splines, being careful
not to get any glue in the bottom groove.

to the box. Lightly clamp the four corners first, then
clamp all around the box every 2 in. to 4 in. Evenly
tighten the clamps with medium pressure. Let the
glue dry for three hours before removing the clamps.

2. Use short bar clamps to hold the box together.
Check all four corners with a try square to ensure
the box is square. Make any necessary adjustments
before the glue sets up.

3. Let the glue dry about two hours before removing the clamps. Then scrape off any excess glue and
remove the tape.

4. Brush yellow glue onto the upper edges of the
box and on the box-top mitered rabbet. To avoid
excessive glue squeeze-out, apply glue sparingly
along the inside edge of the box (photo A ).

A
AFteR gluing up the siDes, brush glue onto the
upper edges and onto the box-top mitered rabbet. Set the
box onto a temporary block to raise the box up enough to
create space for the bar clamps.

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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Veneer the box top
2. Then, on the bandsaw, follow the pencil line to
cut out the serpentine front. Use this caul as a template to trace the serpentine shape onto the second
caul, then cut it out on the bandsaw.

3. Place one of the clamping cauls on top of an
11-in.-wide by 141⁄ 2-in.-long piece of maple veneer.
Use a cutting mat and scalpel to cut around the
perimeter of the caul and through the veneer. For
best results, use medium pressure and cut through
the veneer in two or three passes.

4. Use a random-orbit sander with 150-grit sandA
to DRAw the pRoFile on the MDF clamping caul,
place the box on top of the caul and use a pencil and
steel washer to draw a line 1⁄8 in. from the front edge of
the box front.

paper to smooth and flatten the box top. Blow off
the sanding dust with compressed air, then wipe the
top clean with a dry rag.

5. Apply yellow glue to the box top and maple
veneer, then spread the glue evenly with a 3-in.wide paint roller.

before CoVering the outside of the

6. Place one clamping caul under the box and one

box with chestnut burl veneer, veneer the box top
with maple veneer. Maple veneer is a good choice
because it has a tight grain pattern with fine texture,
which will prevent the seam between the plywood
and bubinga from telegraphing through the finished
chestnut burl top.

on top of the maple veneer. Clamp the box, applying
medium to heavy pressure. Let the glue dry for two
hours before removing the clamps (photo b ).

1. Start by making two clamping cauls out of
3⁄4-in.-thick

medium-density fiberboard (MDF),
each one 11 in. wide by 141⁄4 in. long. Place the box
on top of one caul, leaving a 1⁄ 8-in. space at the back
and each end. Use a pencil and steel washer to draw
a pencil line 1⁄ 8 in. from the front edge of the serpentine box front (photo A ).

16
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7. Trim the veneer flush to the box by placing the
box upside down onto the cutting mat. Use the
scalpel to cut the veneer flush with the box. Then
smooth the edge with a sanding block and 150-grit
sandpaper.

b
ADheRe the VeneeR to the top with one clamping caul under the box and one on top of the veneer. Start clamping
in the center of the box to push the glue outward and then clamp the outer edges approximately 11⁄ 2 in. from the perimeter edges of the cauls.

Make a serpentine caul
1. To veneer the serpentine shape of the box front,

2. Remove the serpentine-shaped clamping caul

you’ll need to make a matching serpentine-shaped
clamping caul. On a tablesaw, cut two pieces of
3⁄ 8-in.-thick bending plywood to 51⁄ 2 in. wide by
16 in. long. Apply yellow glue to one face of each
piece of bending plywood. Clamp both pieces to the
box front using spring (pinch) clamps on the ends
and bar clamps across the middle. Let the glue dry
overnight.

and spray adhesive onto the inside face of the caul.
Then press a piece of 1⁄ 8-in.-thick foam onto the
adhesive. This thin, cushiony layer will eliminate
any voids when using the caul to glue the veneer to
the box front.

S e r p e n t i n e C o i n B ox
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Cut the box veneer
the following stePs desCribe how to

apply chestnut burl veneer to the surfaces of the
box parts.

then use the scalpel to cut along the perimeter
edges of the caul (photo A ).

1. Cut the top, back, and end clamping cauls from
3⁄4-in.-thick

MDF or plywood. Cut the back caul to
in. wide by 141⁄4 in. long. Cut each end clamping
caul to 53⁄ 8 in. wide by 83⁄4 in. long.

53 ⁄ 8

2. Use the top, back, and end clamping cauls as
cutting templates to cut the chestnut burl veneer
(see “Materials” on p. 5 for the veneer sizes needed).

3. Set each piece of veneer face down on a selfhealing mat and cover it with the appropriate
clamping caul. Press down firmly with one hand,

A
Cut the VeneeR by pressing down firmly with one
hand and using a scalpel to cut along the caul.

Veneer the outside surfaces
1. Begin by veneering the serpentine surface of
the box front. Wipe off any dust, then roll a light,
even coating of yellow glue onto both surfaces
(photo b ).

2. Press the veneer to the serpentine front and
then cover it with the foam-lined serpentine
clamping caul. Clamp the caul and veneer to the
box front, starting in the middle and working out
toward the ends (photo C ). Let the glue dry for
two hours before removing the clamps and caul.
3. Trim the veneer flush to the box using a scalpel
(photo D ). Sand off excess glue or veneer with a
sanding block and 150-grit sandpaper. Follow the
same steps to veneer the box back and two ends.
When clamping the back veneer, be sure to cover the
box front with the foam-lined caul to protect it from

18
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b
ApplY A beAD oF Yellow glue onto both surfaces;

spread evenly with a small paint roller.

C
ClAMp the VeneeR to the serpentine front with the foam-lined serpentine clamping caul,
starting in the middle and working out toward the ends. I suggest using 10 small bar clamps,
5 along each of the lower and upper edges of the box front.

the clamp pads. When veneering the box ends, glue
and clamp both ends to the box at the same time.

4. To veneer the chestnut burl veneer to the box
top, apply yellow glue to the box top and chestnut
burl veneer, then spread the glue evenly with a
paint roller. Press the veneer to the box top. Place
one clamping caul under the box and another on
top. Using large bar clamps, start clamping near the
center of the box top to push glue out to the edges.
Then tighten more clamps around the perimeter,
positioning them about 1 1⁄ 2 in. from the outer edges.
Let the glue dry for two hours.

5. After removing the clamps, trim the veneer
flush to the box using a scalpel. Smooth any excess
glue and veneer with a sanding block and 150-grit
sandpaper.

D
tRiM the VeneeR flush to the box using a scalpel.

Keep the blade flat to the box and cut slightly inward
toward the box to avoid any chipping.
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